
The Méditérranée is a wine growing 
region in France that spans from 
the Southern Alps to the warm, dry 
Mediterranean. The majority of French 
rosés come from this region, which 
overlaps with Provence. 

Charles Bieler’s first winemaking experiences were in 
the south of France. It’s only fitting that his Ateliers 
Raspail Rose takes its cues from Provence. Bieler ran 
over 30 small fermentations to help the fruit and floral 
aromas shine in this crisp rose. Expect delicate aromas 
of raspberry and peach, along with lavender and a 
citrusy kick.

The Vin de Mediterranee region overlaps  
with Provence, but allows vintners more  

flexibility and creativity in their winemaking 
methods. By comparison, wines labeled 

“Provence” or “Champagne” must produce  
wine according to a strict set of rules  

determined by the French government

Méditérranée, France

Variety: Rosé

Vintage: 2019

Vineyard: Various

Oak: No oak (stainless steel)

Alcohol: 12.5%

Farming: Conventional

DID YOU KNOW?

ABOUT THE WINE

ABOUT THE REGION

AT A GLANCE

To learn more about this wine, visit blueapron.com/wines/263

Atelier Raspail
Rosé, 2019



4) Pair and enjoy!

Body
Viscosity or weight

Sweetness
Amount of sugar

Low High

Tannins
Drying element

Tingling crispness
Acidity

TASTING TIP

If you’re struggling to identify 
aromas in a wine, try starting with 

broad categories. Is there fruit? 
Is it citrus fruit, orchard fruit, or a 
berry? See if you can distinguish 

the berry aromas in this wine, like 
strawberry and raspberry.  

TASTING NOTES

Don’t be fooled by the pretty pink color: this is a serious wine. The delicate  
layers of fruit in this bottle were carefully constructed during over 30 small  
batch fermentations using dozens of different yeasts. The result is a bottle that  
is as complex as it is beautiful. It’s full of ripe summer berries paired with  
a creamy lush texture. 

1) Look at the Color

3) Taste & Savor

2) Swirl & Smell

Raspberry Lemon Lavender Peach

Pale pink

Crisp & 
Fruity

Match this wine’s symbol to a Blue Apron Meal
Rosé is the ideal complement for light summery dishes. 
Fruity notes and crisp acidity allow it to enhance a variety 
of flavors, textures, and spices. 


